Ohio votes were collected, then trashed.

1. INSPIRATION FOR THE FRAUD:
   It’s not who votes that counts, but who counts the votes.”
   Joseph Stalin  Brutal Soviet dictator who murdered over 40 million citizens to maintain power.

2. Votes “shifted” to George W. Bush
   Bush officially beat Kerry in Ohio by 2.5%, but Kerry won the exit poll by 4.2%—a difference of 6.7%. Election watchdogs: “Anything above 2% means vote fraud.”

3. Smarter SmarTech was an exclusive Republican vendor

4. Gov. Kasich funded IBM in Ohio
   John Kasich bought IBM gear for the State of Ohio; Kasich is Soros funded and employs LinkedIn swindler Mark Kvamme.

5. Dr. Dillman hides SmarTech/Cedarville U links
   Dr. Alan Dillman’s LinkedIn bio avoids all mention of his 2004 Ohio vote “consulting”

6. Triad “removed” vote machine audit trail before recount
   Vendor in charge of electronic voting machine audit trail, Triad Corporation, “removed” data devices before a recount

7. Whistleblower Connell died during trial
   Six weeks after his deposition, engineer Michael Connell died in a mysterious small plane crash

8. Trial Judge Algernon L. Marbley tied to IBM Eclipse
   Marbley associated with James P. Chandler, III, Harvard spy state security and legal adviser to Bill & Hillary Clinton, Larry Summers, IBM, Eclipse Foundation, George Bush and Barack Obama; withheld release of Connell whistleblower deposition for three years; resigned Ohio State trustees in disgrace after failing to disclose conflicts of interest

9. Ken Blackwell, Sec. of State, also RNC co-chair
   The fox was guarding the hen house. OH Secretary of State oversees election count and audit as RNC OH co-chair

Solution to secure, fair vote:

Deploy honest, knowledgeable third parties on site on election night tasked to:

- Compare electronic count to paper count
- Monitor application & domain traffic for fixing activity

Legend:

- Ensure your vote counts!
- True Data
- Manipulated Data